The differential equations governing inversion and photon density in a laser are solved for giant pulse operation. The simplifying assumptions which permit solution involve homogeneous excitation of the laser and the neglecting of changes produced by pumping and fluorescence during the formation of the giant pulse. Energy, peak output power, pulse delay, and pulse width are calculated.
INTRODUCTION

I
T has been shown by that a single pulse of very high intensity may be obtained from a laser if the onset of stimulated emission is delayed by means of a shutter until excitation reaches a level far above the threshold with the shutter open. Then the shutter is suddenly opened; that is, the threshold level is lowered, whereupon the radiation intensity builds up to a sharp peak and the excess excitation or population inversion is quickly exhausted. Under ordinary experimental conditions the process takes place so rapidly that the replenishment of the popUlation inversion through absorption of the pumping radiation may be neglected.
The following quantities are of interest in connection with the giant pulse: The total energy radiated, the peak power radiated, the delay or the time of formation of the giant pulse, and the rates of its rise and of its fall. Hellwarth l ,2 published several estimates for these parameters in terms of the parameters of the laser and the variables determining its physical state, as \vell as the rate of switching. Here we are concerned only with the fast switching case which we regard as physically and technically the most important. Fast switching is characterized by a switching of the shutter or cavity Q in time so short that no significant change of population inversion takes place during the switching process.
In formulating the equations which govern the process of stimulated emission in the period following the switching, we neglect the effects of processes which are slow in comparison to the formation of the giant pulse. In particular, we neglect the effects of continued pumping and of spontaneous emission on the population inversion. Under the described circumstances we obtain two nonlinear differential equations which are simpler than the general Statz-Del\lars equations and which may be solved completely. The first integral of the equations permits calculation of the total energy obtainable from the pulse, the population inversion 1 R. W. Hellwarth, Admnces in Quantum Electronics, edited by J. R. Singer (Columbia University Press, New York, 1961) , pp.
334-341.
, 2 F. J. McClung and R. W. Hellwarth, J. App!. Phys. 33, 828 (1962) .
3 F. J. McClung and R. W. Hellwarth, Proc. IRE 51, 46 (1963). remaining and the peak power. Delay time and pulse width require further computations.
FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
The laser material is characterized by the following parameters: No, the number of active ions in the volume element, T L, the lifetime of spontaneous (fluorescent) decay, and ao, the absorption coefficient of the unexcited laser material. The parameter ao is a function of the frequency, we use its peak value at the center of the fluorescent line.
The laser geometry is characterized by the following variables: V, the volume of the laser material, C, the length of the laser material, and L, the optical distance between the reflectors calculated with due regard for the refractive indices of the materials situated between reflectors.
The physical state of the laser is characterized by the following variables: <1>, the photon density at the laser frequency v, and N=iY2-~\\, the population inversion per unit volume.
An important device parameter is the loss coefficient "I, which is the fractional photon loss in a single passage.
It may be subdivided into "I = "II +"12, where "II represents the fraction of photons emitted as useful output of the device and "12 represents incidental losses.
The time of a single passage is tl = L/ c, therefore, the lifetime of a photon within the Fabry-Perot interferometer is T=tlh. This is a fundamental unit of time characteristic of the laser.
The initial state for the formation of the pulse is achieved by pumping the laser with an optical source and keeping the loss coefficient at a value "I' much higher than "I. During this period of excitation, the population inversion rises from -No to a positive value N,; the photon density also rises to a value <l>i. The subscript i indicates that the values are "initial" values for the giant pulse. At time t = 0 the loss coefficient is reduced to "I and the formation of the pulse begins.
Photons are amplified in the laser at the rate of <Pax on traversing a distance x in the active material. Here a, the coefficient of amplification, satisfies the equation
The full length of the laser is traversed l/tl times per second. Photons are lost at the rate of <I>/T, therefore neglecting photons created by spontaneous emission, the variation of photon density is described by the equation:
If the contribution of continued pumping is neglected the density of population inversion varies at the following rate:
deY 2at dt   11 because the stimulated emission of a photon causes ~y to decrease by 2.
We eliminate a by means of (1) and introduce the normalized variables
Now we change the timescale to make T the unit of time. This process is equivalent to the substitution t f = tiT and subsequent dropping of the primes. In this manner we obtain We further introduce the constant np defined by the equation (9) Clearly np is the population inversion which corresponds to threshold for the given laser. The final form of the differential equations is:
At the start of the process the photon density 'P is very low. It rises from 'Pi, reaches a peak 'Pp generally many orders of magnitude higher than 'Pi. Then 'P declines to zero because of the exhaustion of its source of supply. The population inversion is a monotone decreasing function of time starting at ni and ending at nf. Figure 1 illustrates the typical curves traced out by these variables.
The total energy obtainable from the pulse is proportional to ni-nJ, the peak power radiated is proportional to the peak photon density 'Pp. These are the quantities of prime interest; they must be calculated in terms of ni-nf = 21' " 'Pdt, (13) which is the statement of the elementary fact that the time integral of the photon loss rate is equal to the number of stimulated transitions. In our units of time, the rate of loss of photons is equal to the photon density.
To solve the differential equations we divide (10) by (11).
Since 'Pi""O and 'PI""O, we can determine the final population inversion from
Equation (16) may be put in the form
Here x = 12 tI ni is unknown; (3 = n;/ np is given. The equation x= exp(3(x-1) may be resolved in the form Two limiting cases are of particular interest. When the inversion is high, the energy utilization factor is nearly one. In fact, for n;/np>4, nf/ni<0.02. In this case nf may be neglected and we have (20) When the inversion is slight, x=nt!ni is nearly one, and we may expand the logarithm in (18) in powers of x-I with the result that (ni-np)/np~K(ni-nf)/niJ, which leads to
Since ni and np are nearly equal, (21) does not differ substantially from the estimate of McClung and Hellwarth,3 who obtained (ni-np)VNohvfor this case. The peak power is calculated from (15) noting that the peak is reached when n = np. Therefore, neglecting (22) By means of Taylor series expansion, we obtain
an approximation good only when (ni-np)/ni«l, which is frequently not the case. Hellwarth's recent estimate of the peak power [Eq. (14) in Ref. 3J is identical to (23) except for the omission of the 4 in the denominator. Equation (22) determines the peak photon density. Since photons decay with a lifetime T, the peak power radiated from the laser is
Wp=t[n p 10g(np/ni)+ni-1lpJ(VNohv/T). (24)
When not all escaping photons contribute to the useful output of the laser then the peak effective output is W pe= W p'Yl/'Y. The parameter l1p is now determined by the length .t of the laser rod since (9) must be satisfied. For.t= 5 cm, and the assumed "1=0.1, we have np=0.05. An initial inversion between 0.1 and 0.25 may be regarded as typical.
If we take for example l1i=0.15 and np =0.05, we obtain from the graph of Fig. 2 nf/ni=0 .06, the energy utilization factor is 0.94. The energy of the pulse is calculated from Eq. (19) as 0.321 joules per cc of ruby, or of the order of one joule for a ruby of convenient thickness.
The peak power output as calculated from Eq. (24) is 10.5 X 10 6 watts per cc of ruby. When the length of the ruby is increased, the value of l1p is proportionately reduced. In the example under consideration, this affects the energy utilization only slightly, the output energy per cc remains practically unchanged, provided ni remains the same. The peak power, however, is affected as can be seen by examining (24). Therefore, in this case, the peak power per unit volume increases with the length of the laser. Consider, however, the effects of shortening the laser. If the e is reduced from 5 to 2.5 cm, np increases from 0.05 to 0.10. If the inversion at the start of the pulse remains unchanged, the energy utilization factor is reduced from 0.94 to 0.58, therefore, the energy output per unit volume is drastically reduced. This unsymmetrical response to a change in length is due to the fact that the data chosen for illustration place the laser in an operating region where the energy utilization factor can hardly be increased.
However, the value of 1li is frequently determined by the value of "I prevailing prior to switching. In such a case the reduction of laser length alters ni and np in the same proportion. Hence the energy utilization factor and the product ni V remain unchanged. Therefore, under such circumstances the peak power and energy output are not affected by the length of the ruby.
EVOLUTION OF THE PULSE IN TIME
The energy and power calculations of the preceding sections were carried out by eliminating time from the system of differential equations governing the physical process. They resemble the calculations pertaining to the geometrical parameters of orbits in mechanics. We turn now to the dynamics of the situation. This has already been studied by Hellwarth,1.3 who noted that initially the photon density starts at a low value and rises at an approximately exponential rate with a time constant (in physical units)
(25)
This can be seen readily by substituting the fixed value of ni for n in (5). We are able not only to predict the rate of initial rise, but to derive a complete solution by giving t in a closed form as a function of n. Since <{" as a function of n, has already been obtained in Eq. (15), we have formally solved the mathematical problem.
The formal solution is obtained by using the fact that <{'en) is given by (15), therefore (11) may be integrated with the result f n n dn' t= -ni 2n':(n')' or in greater detail (26) (27) In view of the shape of <{'en) as shown in Fig. 1 , we recognize three regions of integration: the central region B where <{' is large, and the regions A and C preceding and following it, respectively. In handling the integral (27), it proves convenient to treat the regions A and C analytically and the central region B by machine computation. In the latter interval the properties of the solution are independent of the initial photon density <{'i (to a very high degree of accuracy) and, therefore, the single parameter n./ np characterizes the giant pulse.
The substitution
places the origin of the new variable at the peak of the pulse. To separate the three regions let us introduce the quantities z1=zi+0.01<0, and z2=z,-0.01>0. The regions A, B, and C are then characterized by Z;<Z<Z1, Z1 <Z<Z2, and Z2<Z<Zf, respectively. The expression for time becomes
where It is convenient to arrange calculations so that the instants of passage from region A to B and from region B to C serve as reference points in regions A and C, respectively. We introduce
In interval A the function F(z) may be approximated by 
[2 <{'i+ (z-Zi) (ni-n p )] t-T
To treat region C we transform F(z) by making use of (16) which in terms of the new variables takes the form
In region C this may be approximated by the expression (Zl-z) (l-e-zl ), where the last factor is readily recognized as (np-nl)/ np. \\Te obtain
np = ---loglOO(zl-z).
(37) np-nl Computer solutions have been obtained for the interval containing the pulse, Z1<Z<Z2, where (38) These solutions are plotted in Fig. 3 for Zi= -0.5, -1.0, -1.5 and -2.0. These values correspond to the following values of n./np = 1.649, 2.718,4.482, and 7.389. In the interval B it is convenient to calculate time from the instant of the attainment of the peak, therefore the time coordinate is t' = t -tp • Then one calculates tl' and t2' by extending the numerical integration to the appropriate points. Since the instant when t' = It' coincides with the instant when t= T), it follows that in terms of the original time reckoned from switching, the peak is reached at tp= T 1 -/ 1 ', where Tl is given by (33). The important characteristics of the giant pulse in the central region are: 2 r.pp/ n p, a normalized measure of peak power; t., the time in units of T for the photon density to rise from tr.pp to r.pp; If, the time for the fall of r.p from r.pp to tr.pp. These are presented in Table I together with data which specify the boundaries of the central region, namely tl ', t2', 2r.p(t1' )/np, and 2cp(tz')/l1p • In addition to these "central" characteristics, it is necessary to know the energy utilization factor (ni-nf)/ni, which we already discussed and the time required to reach the peak from the time of switching. The last quantity depends on the time it takes the laser to pass through the initial phase which corresponds to region A. This time in turn depends on the initial photon density which may be estimated as follows:
During the period of excitation, inversion and photon density rise toward the initial values nl and r.pi, respectively. The principal processes governing the rise of r.p are spontaneous emission with a lifetime TL, stimulated emission, and the escape of photons from the laser at the rate corresponding to the preswitching value of "(. We count only those photons which propagate in the proper direction; i.e., which are included in the laser beam. It is immaterial what happens to photons which are spontaneously emitted in a lateral direction. Then, assuming N 2 ions in the excited state, the number of photons per second emitted spontaneously in the proper direction is N 2Q/411'TL. We note that
therefore the differential equation which takes the place of (5) 
For ruby TL = 3 X 10--3 sec. The value 10-6 is typical for Q/411'. Let us consider again the figures ni=0.15, n p =0.05 and T=Hy-8 secforillustration. Then <Pi"",0.65 X 10-12 , which corresponds to 4X10 6 photons per cc traveling in the correct direction. With these numerical data we obtain from (33) the figure T1 = 10.2 for the starting time of the central region. Admittedly, the estimate of <Pi is a coalse one. However, because of the logarithmic character of (33) a change in <Pi by a factor of ten would change T 1 only by 1.1. N ow we turn to Table I , where we find for nJ np = 3.00 the value It' = -2.88. Therefore, the time from switching to the attainment of the peak is Tl+t/= 13.1XI0-8 sec. This is of the order of observed data. 3 The duration for which the photon density remains above its halfpeak level is tf+tf= 1.70XIQ-8 sec.
THE EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE
Temperature enters into giant pulse calculations because ao and TL are temperature-dependent parameters of the material. 4 The change of ao from 0.4 cm-1 at room temperature to 10 cm-1 at 77°K has a profound effect on np because n p changes in inverse proportion to What happens in an actual case is determined to a larger extent on the effect of temperature change on n,.
This depends on the experimental circumstances.
EVALUATION OF THE RESULTS
Although formally simple mathematical results were obtained, care must be exercised in applying these to the physical situation. Some of the assumptions made in arriving at the simple formalism do not correctly reflect the detailed properties of the physical system.
The first basic assumption subject to doubt is the uniform excitation of the laser rod. This is impossible to achieve in practice, the density of the exciting radiation varies with distance from the cylinder axis. The initial photon density also varies. Therefore, the process of pulse formation proceeds not at a constant rate for the entire ruby, but as a function of the radius. Then what is observed as pulse delay time is a time average over the entire laser. So far, our formula for tp may stili correctly represent this average delay. The calculated pulse width is in serious error because the observed pulse results from the superposition of pulses occurring at slightly different times. The same reasoning explains why the observed peak output is lower than what we calculate for a homogeneously excited laser. An additional factor here is that total observable energy is also lower than the calculated one which does not take into account incidental losses in the system.
When the initial inversion ni is determined by an experimenter by relating it as a threshold to a measured loss coefficient then ni represents the highest excitation within the laser, and not the average one over the entire cylinder. The fact that the experimenter usually measures 'Y=a.onf and not n creates an added complication, because a.o is a function of the temperature and the temperature of the ruby is variable during the process of pumping.
A fundamental limitation of our work is that it neglects the spectral distribution of the fluorescent line and the selective properties of the Fabry-Perot interferometer with regard to frequency. "'hen a laser is JOURNAL OF APPLIED PHYSICS excited barely above threshold, the operation in a single Fabry-Perot mode is fairly possible. This is definitely not the case, however, in giant pulse operation. Here we have to deal with the simultaneous evolution of a large number of modes over a range of frequencies. An adequate treatment of the giant pulse phenomenon should take into account the interaction of a number of oscillations all feeding from the same reservoir of excited ions. Such work may have to follow the approach indicated in the paper of Wagner and Birnbaum. 5 
